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KetchupThemes Documentation 
By Ketchupthemes.com 

 

We really thank you for buying one of our themes & plugins. We provide this 

document to help you getting start with our themes fast. However if you still have 

questions, please do not hesitate to create a new ticket here : 

http://support.ketchupthemes.com/ 
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General Information / Settings: 
 

After buying a theme / themes you receive an email with a special download link. 

You can use this link to log in to the website and download the theme. The theme 

you receive is a zip file. 

 

How to install the theme: 
 

It is very easy to install the new theme. Download the zip file from the link you 

receive from the email mentioned above and go to the “Admin area =>Appearance 

=> Themes and hit the “Add New” link at the top of the screen. Then hit the “Upload 

Theme” Button at the top and use the uploader to submit the zip file. After 

uploading the theme you have to hit the “Activate” link that is present at the top of 

the screen to left. Your theme is now activated! Congratulations. 

 

Plugins installation: 
 

Some of our themes uses the TGM Plugin activation class. That means that after 

installing the theme, there is a notice shown at the top of the screen: 

 

You should then hit “Begin Installing  Plugin” and then activate each one. These 

plugins are recommended, however if you don’t install some themes will be not as 

functional as they shown in the demos. 

 

Installing Demo Data: 
 

Most of our themes are accompanied by a demo data file which is an XML file. You 

can find this file to every theme page in the ketchupthemes.com website. This file is 

contained in a zip folder. You should do the following: Download the zip file,and 

extract it to a desired position eg to the desktop. You can find now the xml file. After 

that go to the Admin Area => Tools  => Import and use the WordPress importer to 

import the xml file. After Importing a message of successful import is shown. You are 

now ready.  
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Warning: Demo XML file do not contain images used in the demo. It contains image 

placeholders. It also contains all the pages + all the content. 

 

Theme Customization: 
 

This section will be revised very often. This happens because we have created a new 

framework that our newer themes are built on it and we also are trying to update 

our old themes. Furthermore, every theme has some options that are the same 

among all of our themes e.g. logo upload and some options that are theme specific 

only. At the end of this document there will be all the theme specific options .Let’s 

get started  

 

Header Image: 
 

In order to add a header image please go to the Admin Area=> Appearance => 

Customize / Header and upload the image of your choice. Header image will be 

shown at the front-page and in some themes is shown to all pages.  

 

Basic Pages: 
 

Fitness Motivation, Business Card, Business Mind, School, Burger, Chinese and 

Beyond Magazine contain a page template called “ Presentation”. These themes 

contain also a blog page template. So you can add a new page => Assign to it the 

“Presentation” template => save it and the go to the Reading Settings and assign this 

page as the “Front Page” Template. You can follow the same procedure to assign the 

“Blog Posts” page in the reading settings by assigning the Blog page template to a 

page. 

 

Add a favicon and a logo: 
 

All of our themes have an option of adding a new logo and a favicon.  

Chinese Restaurant Theme: Go to Appearance => Customize and add a logo and a 

favicon using the Customizer Controls.  
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All other Themes: Go to “Appearance => Theme Options => General Settings Tab and 

upload both files. 

 

 

Using the Slider: 
 

All of our themes provide you with a nice slider. In order to use it, just go the “Admin 

Area”=> Slide => Add New and add a new slide with title. Slide URL is optional and it 

is the URL of your choice, when someone clicks on the slider. You can view a video 

here also: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g6HCN8gzQuU . In some themes you 

can also disable the slider – even with slides in it -. You can do it by going to the 

Customizer (Chinese Restaurant Theme) or to the Theme Options Page. 

 

Social Icons – Networks: 
 

All of our themes contain some options that allow you of adding new social 

networks. You can set the social networks by going to the Customizer (Chinese 

Restaurant Theme) or to the Theme Options Page. When adding a new social 

network it will be visible on the theme. You can view a video also: 

https://youtu.be/_VAY4bMRHbw 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g6HCN8gzQuU
https://youtu.be/_VAY4bMRHbw
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Add a new menu: 
 

Each theme contains one or more theme locations. You can add a theme by going to 

the “Admin Area”=>Appearance => Menus. You can add as many menus as you want 

however only 1 WILL be assigned to each position. You can view a video here: 

https://youtu.be/k1-unJkTYhs 

 

Footer Sidebars: 
 

All of our themes contain 4 widget areas in the footer. In order to use them just go 

to Appearance => Widgets and add some widgets to the footer sidebars. Some 

themes require to go to also to Theme Options and select how many columns 

(widget areas) you need for the footer area. If, for example, you select 1 column , 

then only the first footer sidebars widgets will be visible. In some themes you just 

add the widgets and the footer columns are created automatically. 

 

SHORTCODES 
 

Shortcodes are the “heart” of our themes. However our premium shortcodes are 

contained only to the following themes:  

1. Business Card  

2. Business Mind 

3. Chinese Restaurant 

4. Burger Theme 

5. Beyond Magazine Theme 

6. School Theme. 

7. Greek Restaurant (New Version only – 16/7/2015) 

Some of our themes also contain the “Ketchup Shortcodes Plugin” which is not 

visible in the editor and contains only 5 shortcodes. At the moment we are 

upgrading all of our old themes in order to built our great shortcodes in each one. 

 

In order to use the shortcodes you only have to open a new page/post  and find the 

“splash icon” on the editor.  

Bear in mind that are also some unique and theme specific shortcodes. 

https://youtu.be/k1-unJkTYhs
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Layout Shortcodes: 
 

These are the shortcodes that help you to create layouts. Before starting to analyze 

them,  bear in mind the following notice. 

When you are editing the “Presentation Template” you should open a new 

Container shortcode each time you want to add a new section. This “container” 

shortcode doesn’t work in the internal pages. Also the theme is built on the 

famous Twitter Bootstrap Framework. Some themes use different name for the 

same shortcodes, and that is because we are trying to update the older themes to 

our new framework. 

Container / new_container 

 

This shortcode creates a new container which will contain a new row shortcode. This 

shortcode does not contain content, only row shortocodes. 

Variables : Id, css_class.  

Example:  

 [new_container css_class="special_css_class_if_you want" id="special_id"]..Open 

Row shortcode here..[/new_container] – Newer Themes 

 [container special_css_class="again special class" special_id="our special id"]..Write 

Your columns here..[/container] – Older Themes 

Row / new_row 

 

This shortcode opens a new row. It should be opened and closed inside a container 

shortcode. However when you are in an internal page then you don’t have to open a 

container shortcode. 

Variables: id, css_class. 

Example: 

 [new_container css_class="" id=""][new_row css_class="" id=""]..Open Columns 

here..[/new_row][/new_container] – New Themes 

 [container special_css_class="" special_id=""][row special_css_class="" 

special_id=""]..Write Your columns here..[/row][/container] – Older Themes. 
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Fullwidth_column / one_full_column 

 

This shortcode creates a full width column. The width is 100% relative to this 

shortcode’s container. All the “column shortcodes” should be opened and closed 

inside [row] shortcodes. 

Variables: id, css_class 

Example:  

 [fullwidth_column special_css_class=""]Content here..[/fullwidth_column]--Old 

themes 

 [one_full_column css_class="" id=""]..Add content here...[/one_full_column] – New 

Themes 

A_half_column / 1_of_2_column 

 

This shortcode creates a shortcode that its width is 50% of the row. You can have 2 

columns of this kind at the same row. 

Variables: id, css_class 

Example:  

[1_of_2_column special_id="" special_css_class=""]..Your Column Content 

Here...[/1_of_2_column] – Older Themes 

[a_half_column css_class="" id=""]..Add content here...[/a_half_column] – New themes 

Another example : 

[a_half_column css_class="" id=""]..The first 50% column...[/a_half_column] 

[a_half_column css_class="" id=""]..The second 50% column...[/a_half_column] 

 

A_third_column / 1_of_3_column 

 

This shortcode creates a shortcode that its width is 33% of the row. You can have 3 

columns of this kind at the same row. 

Example:  

[1_of_3_column special_id="" special_css_class=""]..Your Column Content 

Here...[/1_of_3_column] – Older Themes 
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[a_third_column css_class="" id=""]..Add content here...[/a_third_column] – New themes 

 

A_fourth_column / 1_of_4_column 

 

This shortcode creates a shortcode that its width is 25% of the row. You can have 4 

columns of this kind at the same row. 

Example:  

[1_of_4_column special_id="" special_css_class=""]..Your Column Content 

Here...[/1_of_4_column] – Older Themes 

[a_fourth_column css_class="" id=""]..Add content here...[/a_fourth_column] – New themes 

 

A_sixth_column / 1_of_6_column 

 

This shortcode creates a shortcode that its width is 16% of the row. You can have 6 

columns of this kind at the same row. 

Example:  

[1_of_6_column special_id="" special_css_class=""]..Your Column Content 

Here...[/1_of_6_column] – Older Themes 

[a_sixth_column css_class="" id=""]..Add content here...[/a_sixth_column] – New themes 

 

A_two_third_column / 2_of_3_column 

 

This shortcode creates a shortcode that its width is 66% of the row. You can have 

this shortcode along with the 1/3 shortcode in a row 

Example:  

[2_of_3_column special_id="" special_css_class=""]..Your Column Content 

Here...[/2_of_3_column] – Older Themes 

[a_two_third_column css_class="" id=""]..Add content here...[/a_two_third_column] – New 

themes 

Another Example: 

[a_two_third_column css_class="" id=""]..Add content here first 

66%...[/a_two_third_column]  

[a_one_third_column css_class="" id=""]..Add content here 33%...[/a_one_third_column] 
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A_three_fourth_column / 3_of_4_column 

 

This shortcode creates a shortcode that its width is 75% of the row. You can have 

this shortcode along with the 1/4 shortcode in a row 

Example:  

[3_of_4_column special_id="" special_css_class=""]..Your Column Content 

Here...[/3_of_4_column] – Older Themes 

[a_three_fourth_column css_class="" id=""]..Add content here...[/a_three_fourth_column] – 

New themes 

Another Example: 

[a_three_fourth_column css_class="" id=""]..Add content here first 

75%...[/a_three_fourth_column]  

[a_one_fourth_column css_class="" id=""]..Add content here 25%...[/a_one_fourth_column] 

 

A_five_sixth_column / 5_of_6_column 

 

This shortcode creates a shortcode that its width is 80% of the row. You can have 

this shortcode along with the 1/6 shortcode in a row 

Example:  

[5_of_6_column special_id="" special_css_class=""]..Your Column Content 

Here...[/5_of_6_column] – Older Themes 

[a_five_sixth_column css_class="" id=""]..Add content here...[/a_five_sixth_column] – New 

themes 

Another Example: 

[a_five_sixth_column css_class="" id=""]..Add content here first 

84%...[/a_five_sixth_column]  

[a_one_sixth_column css_class="" id=""]..Add content here 16%...[/a_one_sixth_column] 

 

Element Shortcodes  
 

Title/ Section_title 

 

This shortcodes is a self- enclosing one . You can add a section title and subtitle. 
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- Old themes: 

o [section_title title="The title" subtitle="Subtitle (Optional)" 

special_css_class="" special_id=""] 

 

- Newer Themes 

o [title title="" subtitle="" css_class="" id="" type="normal or inverted"] 

o Inverted title means inverted colors. As you know you can use this shortcode 

inside other shortcodes so you can add inverted type when the background 

is black or grey. 

 

Spacer 

 

This shortcodes adds space (margins) to the top and the bottom. In our newer 

themes adds also padding at the top and at the bottom. You should numbers with 

the ‘px’ prefix at the end. You can put this shortcode everywhere you wish, inside a 

container, a row , inside other shortcodes etc. 

- Old Themes 
o [spacer margin_top="0px add the margin top in pixels." 

margin_bottom="0px" special_css_class="" special_id=""] 

- Newer Themes 
o [spacer css_class="" id="" margin_top="10px" margin_bottom="10px" 

padding_top="0px" padding_bottom="0px"] 

 

Background Color Section: 

 

This shortcode creates a section with a background color. You then can add 

container shortcodes, row etc inside this shortcode. 

- Old themes 
o [section_bgcolor bgcolor="#ffffff" special_css_class="" special_id=""] Your 

content goes here. You can add containers , rows, columns etc. 

[/section_bgcolor] 

- Newer themes 
o [background_color css_class="" id="" background_color="hex eg #000000"] 

Your content goes here. You can add containers , rows, columns etc.  

[/background_color] 

 

Background Image section: 

 

This shortcode is like the background color shortcode , however it adds a static 

image as the background. 
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- Old Themes 

o [section_bgimage bgimage_url="insert img url here" special_css_class="" 
special_id="" height="Height of the image eg 200px"]..Your Content 
Here..[/section_bgimage] 

 

- Newer Themes 
o [background_image css_class="" id="" background_image_url=""]..Content 

like rows, columns, etc..[/background_image] 

 

Background Pattern Image – Newer Themes 

 

This shortcode adds a section with background pattern image. This is available in our 

newer themes. You can use an image of 10x10 pixels or more as the pattern. 

[background_pattern css_class="" id="" background_image_url=""]..Content like rows, 

columns, etc..[/background_pattern] 

 

Button: 

 

This shortcode creates a button that acts as a link. In our newer themes you can use 

a fontawesome icon with the button. 

 

- Old Themes 
o [button special_css_class="" special_id="" url="" text="" style="choose 

between normal and inverted" target="_blank"] 

- New Themes 
o [button css_class="" id="" type="btn-primary or any other class" size="btn-

sm or any other size class" button_text="Text" fontawesome_class="eg fa-

user -this icon goes on the left" url="button URL" url_target="_self or 

_blank" ] 

o Type gets a class from the Bootstrap Framework. You can assing btn-

primary, btn-warning, btn-success, btn-danger. 

o Size: btn-md, btn-sm, btn-lg,btn-xs 

o Fontawesome_class : fontawesome classes. 

 

Animated Counters – Older themes 

 

This shortcode creates an animated counter.The only number you have to add is the 

last number. 
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[animated_counter special_css_class="" special_id="" end_number="The last number of the 

counter"] 

 

Single Item Shortcodes: 
 

Content block/ Custom Content block: 

 

This shortcode creates a custom block of content. You can add content, image, read 

more links etc. You can use this shortcode inside column shortcodes. 

- Old Themes 
o [content_block special_css_class="" special_id="" title="" 

icon_or_image="Select between image or icon" imgurl="" 

icon_class="Elegant Fonts classes" text="" button_url="" button_text=""] 

- New Themes 
o [custom_content_block css_class="" id="" title="" subtitle="" image_url="" 

content="" read_more_url="" read_more_text=""] 

 

Custom content circle: 

 

This shortcode appears to some of our themes. You should use CIRCULAR images. 

[custom_content_circle css_class="" id="" title="" image_url="" content="" url="" 

icon_class="use a fontawesome class with fa eg fa fa-user or ketchup icon font class"] 

 

Tiled Gallery & Tiled Images (Newer Themes): 

 

These shortcodes create a very nice tiled gallery. You can view this gallery to our 

newer themes, Chinese and Burger.  

How to use it? 

[tiled_gallery css_class="" id="" layout="eg424"] 

[tiled_image css_class="" id="" img_url="The url here"] 

[tiled_image css_class="" id="" img_url="The url here"] 

…….. 

[/tiled_gallery] 

Layout: Each number represents the number of the images by row.For example 242 

means 2 images first row, 4 images next row , 2 images last row. 
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Justified Gallery & Justified images: 

 

These shortcodes create a very nice justified gallery. 

How to use it? 

[justified_gallery css_class="" id=””] 

[justified_image css_class="" id="" img_url="The url here"] 

[justified_image css_class="" id="" img_url="The url here"] 

…….. 

[/justified_gallery] 

 

Single Post type post 

 

This shortcode is a content block which comes from a post, page or even a custom 

post type. You can find it to our older themes. However it will be added in all themes 

in the near future. 

[single_post special_css_class="" special_id="" post_type="post or other post type" 

post_slug="" show_excerpt="yes or no"] 

 

Custom Content Slider: 

 

Shortcode that uses custom content block shortcodes to  create a nice slider. 

Example : 

[content_block_slider special_css_class="" special_id=""] 

[content_block special_css_class="" special_id="" title="" icon_or_image="Select between 

image or icon" imgurl="" icon_class="Elegant Fonts classes" text="" button_url="" 

button_text=""] 

[content_block special_css_class="" special_id="" title="" icon_or_image="Select between 

image or icon" imgurl="" icon_class="Elegant Fonts classes" text="" button_url="" 

button_text=""] 

[content_block special_css_class="" special_id="" title="" icon_or_image="Select between 

image or icon" imgurl="" icon_class="Elegant Fonts classes" text="" button_url="" 

button_text=""] 

[/content_block_slider] 
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Latest Post Carousel – Older Themes 

 

This shortcode creates a nice slider from the recent posts. 

[latest_posts_slider special_css_class="" special_id="" post_number="The Post Number"] 

 

Testimonial Shortcode – Older themes 

 

This shortcode creates a testimonial. It could be standalone or inside a testimonials 

carousel shortcode. For testimonial image you can choose an image of 100x100 

pixels. 

[single_testimonial special_css_class="" special_id="" name="Persons Name" 

img_url="Persons Image or logo URL" text="Testimonial Text"] 

 

Testimonial Carousel – Older themes: 

 

Shortcode that create   a nice testimonials carousel with the help of the single 

testimonial shortcode. Example usage: 

[testimonials_carousel special_css_class="" special_id="" carousel_items=""] 

[single_testimonial special_css_class="" special_id="" name="Persons Name" 

img_url="Persons Image or logo URL" text="Testimonial Text"] 

[single_testimonial special_css_class="" special_id="" name="Persons Name" 

img_url="Persons Image or logo URL" text="Testimonial Text"] 

[single_testimonial special_css_class="" special_id="" name="Persons Name" 

img_url="Persons Image or logo URL" text="Testimonial Text"] 

[single_testimonial special_css_class="" special_id="" name="Persons Name" 

img_url="Persons Image or logo URL" text="Testimonial Text"] 

 [/testimonials_carousel]. 

 

Testimonials Carousel – Newer Themes. 

 

In our newer themes , there is a “testimonial” post type. So the admin easily create 

the testimonials he/she likes and then adds a simple shortcode to create a nice 

testimonials carousel. 

[testimonial_carousel css_class="" id="" latest_testimonial_number="3"] 


